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Guidelines for the Use of Working Titles  
 
The UAB compensation and classification structure provides classification titles that are 
descriptive of the work performed, consistent within assigned job families, and titled within the 
character limitations of the HRIS operating system. However, when a more specific title would 
serve the unit’s operational interest, a working title or functional title may be used to describe 
the function of the position in even greater detail or in more easily recognized terms in both 
internal and external communications.  
 
 
The Philosophy of Working Titles  
 

 Titles will match the position description scope and responsibilities and reflect the job 
family to which the position has been assigned. 

 Title usage should be consistent throughout the institution. 

 Titles should be consistent with those in a similar setting or field such as higher 
education or the healthcare industry. 

 Titles should be appropriately ranked within the hierarchical job role standards. 
 
 
Acceptable Use of Working Titles 
 
Working titles may be used in lieu of the University classification title for the following: 
 

 Recruitment searches and job postings to meet job market titling trends or to better 
describe the job role and scope. 

 Departmental specific job descriptions or job description addendums held within the 
department. 

 For business correspondence, both internal and external to the University to clarify the 
job role and job scope. 
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Working Titles Should Not 
 

 Duplicate a title used in another employee group for an already established job role. 

 Misrepresent the University or the authority of the position in any way.  The use of a 
working title cannot create ‘inflated’ or inaccurate expectations of the individual’s job 
role, job scope, or authority. 

 Use any title that is recognized as an institutional officer such as President, Vice 
President, Dean, Chief, Provost or other titled positions that are generally recognized as 
institutional officers.  

 
 
Determining the Need for a Working Title 
 
In determining the need for a working title, the supervisor and the employee should consider 
the following: 
 

 Does the University job classification title adequately describe the function of the job 
assignment for professional business communications inside and/or outside the 
University? 

 Are there other terms that would clarify and more accurately describe the function of 
the job assignment? 

 Would a working title provide a more accurate and recognizable understanding of the 
relationship between jobs and/or function within a work unit or organization? 

 Does the proposed working title follow the philosophy and acceptable use of guidelines 
established in this document? 

 
Supervisors should discuss their interest in a working title with their departmental leadership 
and unit Human Resources Representative. When an appropriate working title has been 
identified, the unit Human Resources Representative will initiate discussion with Senior Human 
Resources Leadership if deemed necessary. Consideration in working title reviews will include 
the guidelines established in this document as well as any additional organizational guidelines 
that may be established within a specific college or division, the consistency of titles within 
units or professions, and/or other relevant factors when approving requests for working titles. 
Senior Human Resources Leadership may also change or withdraw approval of a working title 
with notice provided to the individual(s) impacted. 
 
 
 

 
 


